In this work, we study the nonlinear instability of two-dimensional (2D) wallbounded shear flows from the large deviation point of view. The main idea is to consider the Navier-Stokes equations perturbed by small noise in force and then examine the noise-induced transitions between the two coexisting stable solutions due to the subcritical bifurcation. When the amplitude of the noise goes to zero, the Freidlin-Wentzell (F-W) theory of large deviations defines the most probable transition path in the phase space, which is the minimizer of the F-W action functional and characterizes the development of the nonlinear instability subject to small random perturbations. Based on such a transition path we can define a critical Reynolds number for the nonlinear instability in the probabilistic sense. Then the action-based stability theory is applied to study the 2D Poiseuille flow in a short channel.
Introduction
Since the first controlled scientific experiment given by Reynolds in 1883, modern hydrodynamic stability theory has evolved for more than a century. Many remarkable accomplishments have been achieved in this long adventure, however the fundamental problem of transition to turbulence has not yielded its secrets completely. In this work, we link the Freidlin-Wentzell (F-W) theory of large deviations with the subcritical bifurcation in wallbounded parallel shear flows to study the nonlinear stability in the probabilistic sense. As a starting point, we focus on the instability of the two coexisting stable solutions of the twodimensional (2D) Poiseuille flow in a short channel for the Reynolds number Re ∈ (Re G , Re L ), where Re G is the global critical number indicating the onset of a subcritical bifurcation and Re L is the critical number given by the linear stability theory. Before a detailed introduction of our strategy, we first review briefly some classical stability theories for viscous incompressible flows, including linear stability theory, nonlinear stability theory and nonmodal stability theory, especially for Poiseuille flows, as well as some recent results on the study of edge states and minimal seeds.
Linear stability theory
In general, linear stability theory describes the flow behaviour involving infinitesimal disturbances superimposed on a base flow. Rayleigh (1880) developed a general linear stability theory for inviscid plane-parallel shear flows. Orr (1907) and Sommerfeld (1908) reformulated Reyleigh's theory for a viscous incompressible fluid.
The Orr-Sommerfeld (O-S) analysis assumes a base flow with the form
where e x is a unit vector in the streamwise direction, i.e., x direction, and y is the wall-normal direction. u b is an exact solution of the Navier-Stokes (N-S) equations subject to a force term f (x) = −νV (y)e x . For Poiseuille flows, the force is given by a pressure gradient along the streamwise direction. Let the solution of the N-S equations be u tot = u b + u and p tot = p b + p, where (u, p) indicates the disturbance to the base flow. In particular, the following form of three-dimensional (3D) disturbance is assumed (u, p) = (û(y),p(y))e iα(x−ct)+βz ,
which corresponds to a travelling wave in x direction. Here z indicates the spanwise direction.
Then the linearized equations for u and p can be manipulated to yield a single equation, i.e., the celebrated O-S equation, for the y-component velocityv,
where D = d dy , and k = α 2 + β 2 is the magnitude of the wave vector. For wall-bounded shear flows, equation (3) represents an eigenvalue problem with homogeneous boundary conditions for a given base flow. The goal is then to find the dependence of c on Reynolds number and wave number. The O-S equation is exceedingly difficult to analyse for large Reynolds numbers when transition occurs. Many efforts have been directed to the asymptotic analysis to exploit the separation of length scales between the viscous layers and the flow macrostructure [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , until an accurate solution was obtained numerically [6] . According to the O-S theory, the plane Poiseuille flow is stable to infinitesimal disturbances for Re < Re L = 5772 [6, 7] . For each wave number α there is at most one unstable mode, with the eigenfunction symmetric (respectively, antisymmetric) about the centre line.
For very large Reynolds numbers, there are unstable modes only for a narrow band of wave numbers limited by the so-called lower and upper branches of the neutral stability curve.
Nonlinear stability theory
The linear stability theory of plane-parallel shear flows gives a description of the initial growth of very small disturbances, which is not able to yield a correct prediction about the transition. For example, the critical Reynolds number Re L for wall-bounded shear flows such as Poiseuille flow, is much higher than the Reynolds number at which transition is observed in experiments. A natural argument for the discrepancy between linear theory and experiments is that the nonlinear effect of the disturbances has been neglected, which always exists as long as the amplitude of the perturbation is finite.
One approach to develop nonlinear stability theory is to expand the N-S equations in powers of the perturbation amplitude A(t), i.e., the Stuart-Watson expansion [8, 9] ,
where N is the truncation order, l n (Re, α) the Landau coefficients [10] , and σ (Re, α) the linear growth rate of a wave at Reynolds number Re assumed close to the critical value for wave number α. In nonlinear stability theory, the Stuart-Watson expansion is frequently truncated at the lowest nontrivial order N = 1:
where the Landau coefficient l 1 plays a crucial role for the behaviour of the solution. If l 1 (Re, α) is positive, a supercritical bifurcation occurs with respect to Re. If l 1 (Re, α) is negative, the scenario is fundamentally different, where a subcritical bifurcation occurs. For the latter case, when σ (Re, α) < 0, small disturbances with wave number α at Reynolds number Re decay subject to a threshold amplitude A 0 = (σ/ l 1 ) 1/2 , above which disturbances grow unboundedly. The point A = A 0 corresponds to an unstable finite-amplitude equilibrium. The difference from the linear stability theory is that although the growth rate is unbounded for linear unstable waves, there does not exist a threshold amplitude. The first Landau coefficient l 1 (Re, α) for Poiseuille flow is negative for Re < 6000 [11, 12] , which includes most of the range of interest for transition studies. Thus, Poiseuille flow is expected to have a subcritical bifurcation.
In principle, if the whole Stuart-Watson expansion is employed, the result should be an exact solution of the N-S equations. Based on such an observation, another approach in nonlinear stability theory is to seek numerically the solutions of the N-S equations [13] [14] [15] [16] . The conclusion of these calculations is that there exists a nonlinear neutral surface in (Re, α, E) space, where E is the disturbance energy of the wave. For E > 0, there exist stable (upperbranch solutions) and unstable equilibria (lower-branch solutions) for certain combinations of Re and α. The nonlinear stability theory shows that the subcritical bifurcation occurs at a global critical number Re G ≈ 2900 [7, 14] .
However, the analysis of steady equilibria does not provide a complete picture of the behaviour of arbitrary disturbances in Poiseuille flows. Nontrivial patterns without a welldefined period can be obtained. Secondary flows in a long channel were studied in [17] , where equilibria with two or more characteristic length scales of variation were found at a Reynolds number smaller than 2900.
with λ max (·) being the largest eigenvalue. The quantity λ max ((L H + L)/2) is referred to as the numerical abscissa, which can be computed by determining the boundary of the numerical range of L. It is observed that although all eigenvalues of L may be confined to the stable half-plane, the numerical range can protrude into the unstable half-plane, which indicates that energy growth can be expected for small times. To describe the maximum transient energy growth on the complex plane, an extension of spectra, known as ε-pseudospectra can be introduced [20, 21] to measure the sensitivity of eigenvalues of L with respect to a random perturbation of norm ε.
Evaluating the maximum transient growth max t>0 G(t) with respect to the streamwise wave number α and the Reynolds number Re, two important curves can be obtained. The first one is the familiar neutral curve given in the linear stability theory, which determines the critical Reynolds number Re L = 5772; the other one separates parameter combinations for which the numerical range crosses into the unstable half-plane, which determines the critical Reynolds number Re E = 89 given in the energy stability theory [22, 23] . For normal systems, the numerical range and the spectrum cross into the unstable half-plane at the same Reynolds number such that Re E = Re L . However, a wide gap may exist between Re E and Re L , which is characteristic of many non-normal fluid systems.
Edge states and minimal seeds
From aforementioned linear and nonlinear stability theories, we know that there are at least two locally stable solutions coexisting for a large range of Reynolds numbers. People are interested in how the transitions occur and evolve between the laminar state and the turbulence state. Then the boundary in the phase space separating the laminar state and the turbulent state needs to be understood, where any invariant structure, i.e., edge state [24] , wrapped in the laminar-turbulent boundary [25] , is particularly interesting. In [26] , a saddle-like travelling wave was found on the laminar-turbulent boundary by a shooting and bisection method for a 3D channel flow. Later similar procedures were employed in [24, 27, 28] to study the laminarturbulent boundary of the 3D Couette flow, Poiseuille flow and pipe flow, where the most interesting invariant set is the edge state defined by the edge of chaos [29] .
To study how to effectively trigger the transition from laminar flow to turbulence, an optimization approach was adopt for a boundary-layer flow in [30] , and for pipe flow in [31] , to seek the minimal-energy perturbations, also called minimal seeds, that induce fast energy growth to a turbulent state within a sufficiently large time. This optimization approach was quickly adopted to a more in-depth study on transitions in shear flows [32] [33] [34] [35] . A survey of this optimization approach is given in [36] .
Our strategy
We will focus on the scenario of subcritical bifurcation as in the nonlinear stability theory. In contrast to linear and nonmodal stability theories, we will work with the original N-S equations. The fundamental difference of our strategy from the deterministic stability theories is that we will introduce small noise into the force term and consider the long-term stochastic dynamics. Due to the existence of noise, transitions between the two coexisting stable solutions will eventually occur as long as the amplitude of the noise is finite. We are particularly interested in the case that the amplitude of the noise is small. According to the large deviation principle (LDP) given by the F-W theory, as the noise amplitude decreases to zero, the time required for the occurrence of transition will increase exponentially and the transition probability will decrease exponentially. Most importantly, the transition probability can be characterized in the asymptotic sense by the minimizer of the F-W action functional, which is also the most probable transition path or the minimal action path (MAP). Based on the MAP, we mainly ask the following two questions:
(i) What is the relation between the Reynolds number and the relative transition probabilities of the two coexisting stable solutions? (ii) What information can the MAP reveal about the nonlinear instability of the stable solutions? In this paper, we study these two questions using the 2D Poiseuille flow in a short channel as a starting point. More specifically, we examine the transitions between the base flow and the stable travelling wave solution by employing the minimum action method to seek numerically the MAPs. Based on the MAPs, we measure the metastability of the base flow and the travelling wave by comparing the actions required to escape their basins of attraction. A critical Reynolds number Re A ∈ (Re G , Re L ) can be defined in the probabilistic sense, at which the transition probabilities between the base flow and the travelling wave are equal to each other in the asymptotic sense. We use a dynamic solver to examine the MAPs to figure out the transition states located on the separatrix, which are particularly important for the nonlinear instability. Due to travelling he fact that the N-S equations correspond to a non-gradient system, the transition mechanism between the base flow and the travelling wave are of particular interest. We also note that the proposed strategy is not limited to the 2D Poiseuille flows but valid in general for subcritical bifurcations [37] , which exist in many wall-bounded 2D and 3D parallel shear flows.
Our idea is also related to studies on edge states and minimal seeds. Instead of focusing on the structure of the separatrix, we are trying to measure the relative difficulties to move two stable states to the separatrix through random forcing. The LDP can also be applied to study small random perturbations in initial conditions. When the random initial perturbations are modelled by a Gaussian field, the LDP provides a weighted norm linking the covariance to the energy of the noise. Such a norm can be regarded as a generalization of the similar norm used for minimal seeds. Since we do not focus on random initial perturbations in this work, we outline the connection between LDP and minimal seeds in appendix A.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we define the problem. The metastability is discussed in section 3. A brief description of numerical tools used in this paper is given in section 4. We present, in section 5, a detailed discussion about the transitions of the 2D Poiseuille flow in a short channel. Finally, a summary section 6 is given.
Problem description
We consider the following stochastic N-S perturbation equations for 2D Poiseuille flow defined on the physical domain (x, y)
where x is the streamwise direction, y the wall-normal direction, L the length of the channel, Re the Reynolds number,Ẇ divergence-free space-time white noise, and ε a small positive number. When ε = 0, system (8) becomes deterministic. We are interested in the case 0 < ε 1, i.e., the random perturbations are small. Equation (8) x into the original N-S equations, we obtain equation (8) as a simplification.
Consider the divergence-free space
The Helmholtz-Hodge decomposition says that for a given u there exists a unique p * , such that
belongs to H when p = p * . We write NS(u) = NS(u, p * ) as the divergence-free part of the advection term and the diffusion term. Then the stochastic N-S equations are often written as the following stochastic evolution equation
where the Wiener process W (t) takes its value in H . Since equation (10) is defined on a divergence-free space, the pressure disappears.
Remark 1. Equation (8) is an oversimplified model in the sense that we do not introduce a finite spatial correlation length in the noise. Since we focus on numerical studies in this work, we will only consider approximated white noise in a finite dimensional space given by the spatial discretization. The approximated white noise can be regarded as smooth noise in space subject to a correlation length that decreases as the spatial discretization is refined.
Nonlinear instability and subcritical bifurcation
In hydrodynamic stability theory, the commonly used stability criteria are essentially a onedirection measure of sensitivity of a solution to the N-S equations with respect to perturbations. The basic stability is defined as
where E V (t) is the kinetic energy of the disturbance at time t in a volume V . If E V (t) goes to zero as t → ∞, we say that the solution is stable to perturbations. If the stability depends on the energy of the initial perturbations, a conditional stability can be defined where the solution is only stable when E V (0) is smaller than a threshold energy δ > 0. If δ → ∞, it corresponds to the global stability. Based on such a definition, the main effort is devoted to find out the critical Reynolds number such that the stability criterion (11) is satisfied, by measuring the maximum growth rate of the disturbance. In the linear theory, the amplification of disturbances is characterized in terms of the least stable eigenvalue of the linearized N-S operator, e.g., the O-S operator. Since the linearized N-S operators often have a set of nonorthogonal eigenfunctions, the least stable mode is not enough for the quantitative prediction of energy growth for a finite time. In nonmodal stability theory, the growth rate of perturbations is measured by taking into account the aforementioned non-orthogonality. For example, the well-known critical Reynolds number predicted by the linear theory for 2D Poiseuille flow is Re L = 5772 in contrast to Re E = 89 given by the nonmodal stability theory or the energy theory, which indicates the largest Reynolds number below which the initial perturbation energy decays monotonically. For Reynolds numbers Re ∈ (89, 5772), significant transition growth is expected. Such an interval includes the critical Reynolds number Re G ≈ 2900 given by the nonlinear stability theory, where the N-S equations are approximated numerically by searching a finite-amplitude travelling wave. In other words, we have a subcritical bifurcation in terms of the Reynolds number, where for Re ∈ (Re G , Re L ) there exists at least one different sustainable state from the base flow, see figures 1 and 2.
Nonlinear instability and LDP
When there exists small noise in force, it is necessary to consider metastability. The term metastability is used here rather loosely, since metastability is usually referred to for the energy landscape of a gradient system while the N-S equations correspond to a non-gradient system. For simplicity and without loss of generality, we assume that there exist only two stable states for Re ∈ (Re G , Re L ): one is the base flow corresponding to a trivial solution u 0 of equation (8) with ε = 0, the other one is a finite-amplitude travelling wave solution u + . This scenario holds for the 2D Poiseuille flow when the channel length is relatively small. When the channel length becomes larger the sustainable stable solution may have a quasi-periodic form instead of a travelling wave [17] .
For any Re ∈ (Re G , Re L ), there always exists a non-zero probability such that the noise can trigger a transition from u 0 to u + no matter how small the noise amplitude is. Then u 0 loses its stability. However, once u + is reached, it is also expected that the noise will trigger a transition from u + back to u 0 . Then the one-direction stability criterion (11) will break down. Instead, we need to consider the following bidirectional metastability:
where κ 0→+ indicates the transition rate from u 0 to u + , and κ +→0 the transition rate from u + to u 0 . In other words, the stochastic dynamics under a small random force is characterized by a random walk between u 0 and u + . 
The F-W theory [38, 39] gives the following LDP
where V (u 0 , u + ) is called the quasi-potential from u 0 to u + , τ δ indicates the first entrance time of the δ-neighbourhood of u + for the trajectory starting from u 0 , and S T (u) is the action functional defined as
Here · 2 denotes the L 2 norm in physical space. Such a definition is consistent with the stochastic N-S equations in the evolution form (10) [38] . Simply speaking, the quasi-potential V (u 0 , u + ) measures the difficulties for the noise to move the state from u 0 to u + . In the current numerical implementations, we include the pressure p in the action functional and leave the Helmholtz-Hodge decomposition to the optimization problem induced by the quasi-potential, see (B.1) and [40] . The minimizer u * of the action functional is also called the 'minimal action path' (MAP), which is a deterministic path connecting u 0 and u + . The MAP is the most probable transition path because it requires the least action. Then the LDP says the transition rates between u 0 and u + satisfy in the asymptotic sense
where f (ε) g(ε) if and only if log f (ε)/ log g(ε) → 1 as ε → 0. This way, the quasipotential provides a quantitative measure for the transitions between u 0 and u + in a probabilistic sense.
Let u 0→+ indicate the MAP from u 0 to u + and u +→0 the MAP from u + to u 0 . In the probabilistic sense, we say that u 0 is more stable than u + if the transition rate from u 0 to u + is smaller than that from u + to u 0 , i.e., κ 0→+ < κ +→0 . According to the LDP, it is much easier to work with the quasi-potential by noting that in the asymptotic sense
In other words, the transition from u 0 to u + is less likely to occur if a larger action is needed. We then define a ratio [37] 
We say that u 0 is more stable if r 0↔+ > 1, and u + is more stable if r 0↔+ < 1.
From the physical point of view, the action functional depends on the Reynolds number. It is easy to see that there exist two limit cases. When Re < Re G , the state u + does not exist since u 0 is globally stable. We can regard
Re L , u 0 becomes weaker, i.e., V (u 0 , u + ) decreases, and u + becomes stronger, i.e., V (u + , u 0 ) increases. We then expect that r 0↔+ is monotonically decreasing in terms of Re. If this holds, we can define a new critical Reynolds number Re A , at which r 0↔+ = 1. In other words, in the asymptotic sense, the base flow is more stable for Re ∈ (Re G , Re A ) and less stable for Re ∈ (Re A , Re L ).
We have the following comments about the critical Reynolds number Re A . First, Re A is based on the stochastic dynamics instead of the deterministic dynamics. The stochastic dynamics can be more consistent with physical experiments since noise is ubiquitous in nature. Second, Re A describes a long-term global phenomenon of the N-S equations perturbed by small noise, which naturally links the transition to the nonlinear instability of u 0 and u + . Third, Re A is defined through quasi-potentials V (u 0 , u + ) and V (u + , u 0 ), which are characterized by the most probable transition path, i.e., the MAP. Due to the assumption of small noise, the MAP should be closely related to the structure of the phase space of the N-S equations.
To this end, we have established a connection between the nonlinear instability of the base flow and the F-W theory of large deviations by considering small noise in the force. Actually the LDP can also be employed to study small random perturbations in initial conditions, which yields another strategy to study the instability of the base flow. Since we focus on the former strategy in this paper, we outline the second strategy in appendix A. (15) is, in general, defined for noise that is white in time and coloured in space from the point of view of stochastic partial differential equations [38] especially for a physical dimension more than one, where the norm in space should include the information about the correlation length l c . Recent studies [41] [42] [43] show that under certain conditions, such as 0 < ε l c 1, the correlation length l c can disappear at the level of large deviations, i.e., a regular L 2 norm in space can be used. If we consider numerical approximation with an approximated white noise, the above concern is, in general, not necessary, since the approximation space given by spatial discretization has a finite dimension.
Remark 2. The action functional

Numerical tools
The key issue of applying the LDP to study the subcritical bifurcation is to solve the optimization problem induced by the quasi-potential (14) . The main difficulty of solving this optimization problem is that the action functional may reach its (local) minimum at T * = ∞, where T * is the optimal integration time, see equation (14) . This case actually occurs for our problem because u 0 is a fixed point. We employ the high-order adaptive minimum action method (aMAM) [40, 44] designed particularly for T * = ∞, where a moving mesh technique is used to deal with the scale separation between the fast and slow dynamics. A parallel version of this method was developed in [45] . We also need a MAM that is able to deal with a finite T * , where we employ a recently developed MAM, called tMAM [46] . The main characteristics of tMAM include: (1) it inherits the high-order finite element approximation space used in [40] and the hybrid parallelization strategy developed in [45] ; (2) it is able to deal with the transition between two arbitrary points in phase space; (3) it replaces the global reparametrization induced by the moving mesh technique with h-adaptivity, i.e., local refinement of finite elements. Since this is the first time that tMAM is applied to the N-S equations, we outline the algorithm in appendix B. We also provide a general discussion about our numerical strategy in appendix C to help clarify some numerical results, which will be referred to whenever necessary.
To study the obtained MAP, we also need a dynamic solver of the deterministic N-S equations. The details of the dynamic solver can be found in the appendix of [40] .
Transitions of the 2D Poiseuille flow in a short channel
Problem setting
We take L = 5, and employ Fourier modes e i2πnx L , |n| 4 for the physical discretization in x direction and 32 Legendre modes in y direction. Starting from Re ≈ 3080, the stable upperbranch solutions emerge, which take a form of travelling wave. The energy of the upper-branch solutions is plotted in figure 1 versus the Reynolds number.
The reason that we choose such a coarse resolution is twofold: first, the MAM is computationally demanding and this is almost the coarsest resolution for a dynamic solver to capture the subcritical bifurcation; second, since the N-S equations correspond to a non-gradient system, the transition mechanism between the base flow and the upper-branch travelling wave solutions is not clear at all. We then want to use a coarse resolution as a starting point to identify the main physical phenomena and possible numerical issues for further algorithm refinement to study more realistic cases.
Transition from
We start with the Reynolds number Re = 3150. The initial state of the transition is u 0 , which is a fixed point in the phase space. The upper-branch travelling wave solution u + corresponds to a compact set of points in the phase space. We can choose one arbitrary point on the travelling wave as the final state, since any two points on the travelling wave are equivalent due to the fact that they are connected by a trajectory, which corresponds to a zero action [47] . Snapshots of the horizontal velocity and the vorticity of u + are given in figure 2.
Let u 0→+ (t) be the MAP from u 0 to u + given by the MAM. Let Uû (x) (τ ) be a numerical trajectory given by the dynamic solver starting from the stateû(x). For clarity, we use t to indicate the time for the MAM and τ the time for the dynamic solver.
A typical transition scenario.
Since only two stable solutions u 0 and u + coexist, the simplest possible transition scenario in the phase space is that there exists an unstable saddlelike solution u s , whose unstable manifolds connect with u 0 and u + and its stable manifolds form the separatrix between u 0 and u + . We know that such a mechanism is valid for a gradient system, where the transition states are saddle points of index one. However for non-gradient systems, the transition mechanism is not definite. Since we have no a prior knowledge about how the MAP exits the basin of attraction of u 0 , we assume at this moment that the transition from u 0 to u + is through an unstable solution u s directly or indirectly. Then the transition period of the MAP can be decomposed as:
Using any state on the MAP u 0→+ (t) as the initial condition, the dynamic solver should have the following convergence behaviour
We call T s the transition time and u 0→+ (T s ) the transition state. If u 0→+ (T s ) = u s , the MAP exits the basin of attraction of u 0 from the unstable solution u s . For our problem, u s is an unstable travelling wave, corresponding to the lower-branch equilibrium. Since there exists dynamics between u 0→+ (T s ) and u + , which theoretically corresponds to a zero action, we have (20) i.e., only u 0→+ (t) with t ∈ [−∞, T s ) contributes to the action functional
Find the transition time using the edge tracking algorithm.
We now consider the discretization of the F-W action functional. The physical discretization is the same as u + given by the dynamic solver. Since u 0 is a fixed point, the MAP from u 0 to u + corresponds to an optimal integration time T * = ∞. We then choose a finite but large T for aMAM [44] . Considering that the scale of diffusion time is of O(Re), we first consider the time interval [0, T = 4 × 10 3 ]. In the time direction, we use N e = 768 finite elements, where fifth-order polynomials are used in each element.
Once the MAP u 0→+ (t) is computed, the transition time T s is obtained as follows. Instead of looking for T s directly, we try to find a small interval (T L , T R ) such that T s ∈ (T L , T R ), where U u 0→+ (T L ) (τ ) converges to u 0 and U u 0→+ (T R ) (τ ) to u + . Initially, we let T L = 0 and T R = T . We then use the dynamic solver to check the trajectory
. The bisection strategy is implemented recursively to reduce the value of |T R − T L |. This procedure is similar to the edge tracking algorithm used in [24, [26] [27] [28] [29] etc. We find T s ∈ (T L = 3941.11318743894, T R = 3941.11318743895). Due to the fact that the dynamic solver can solve a modified N-S equations exactly, T L and T R can be tracked up to the machine accuracy, where u 0 and u + are regarded as the exact solutions of the modified N-S equations.
The main observation about u 0→+ (t) is that T − T R ≈ 60, which implies that the part of MAP u 0→+ (t) with t ∈ [T R , T ] is not accurate. Theoretically, u 0→+ (t), t ∈ [T R , T ], should correspond to a trajectory converging to u + , which has a zero action. Since the scale of the relaxation time is of O(Re), which is much larger than T − T R ≈ 60, the MAP u 0→+ (t), t ∈ [T R , T ], does not follow a dynamical trajectory. Our initial guess is that it might be related to the truncation of the integration time from ∞ to a finite T . We then look at the convergence behaviour of the dynamic solver U u 0→+ (t) (τ ), t = T L , T R , which is shown in figure 3 . It is seen that before diverging to u 0 or u + , both trajectories approach a state of constant energy. Furthermore, as the value T R − T L becomes smaller, the divergence will occur at a later time. It is then reasonable to expect that such a state of constant energy actually corresponds to the unstable travelling wave u s . 
Although the dynamics from u s to u + implies that no action is needed from u s to u + , the discrepancy between the dynamic solver and the action functional in terms of the N-S operator (see appendix C) results in that a numerical trajectory will always have a non-zero action. This action is nothing but an approximation error, which is the accumulation of local residuals, defined in equation (C.5). Such a pollution is the reason that T R is close to T . We will come back to this issue at the end of section 5.2.3 for a more detailed discussion.
Choose a new ending state.
We then want to avoid approximating the trajectory in the basin of attraction of u + . To do it, we consider the following strategy: instead of using u + as the final state, we use u s since it is the only attractor on the separatrix.
We use u 0→s to denote the MAP from u 0 to u s . Since we do not have an exact point on u s , we choose the state of the smallest energy on the trajectory U u 0→+ (T R ) (τ ) as the best available approximation of u s . Due to the fact that the N-S equations correspond to a non-gradient system, it is not necessary to reach a higher energy with a larger action. We choose this state only because we observe energy decay in figure 3 before the divergence occurs. We also double the total integration time from T = 4 × 10 3 to T = 8 × 10 3 to reduce the effect of truncation of the integration time and increase the number of elements to N e = 3072. Since the final state is out of the basin of attraction of u 0 , we can also define a transition time T s as before.
For the MAP u 0→s given by T = 8 × 10 3 , we obtain T s ∈ (T L = 7992.8775168529, T R = 7992.8775168530). It is seen that the transition time T s is much closer to T , which is what we expected. Due to the concern about convergence, we approximate u s again using u 0→s given by T = 8 × 10 3 and compute the MAP using integration time T = 1.6 × 10 4 , where the element number N e is also doubled. We then obtain T s ∈ (T L = 15999.5389949618, T R = 15999.5389949619). This implies that within the basin of attraction of u 0 , the MAP goes directly to u s . The convergence behaviour of the dynamic solver U u 0→s (t) (τ ), t = T L , T R , is given in figure 4 . It is seen that the MAP u 0→s with T = 8×10 3 provides a better approximation of u s compared to the MAP u 0→+ with T = 4 × 10 3 . To this end, we propose to use the action along the MAP u 0→s from t = 0 to t = T s as a better estimate of the minimum action required for the transition from u 0 to u + . Note here that the key is to obtain a good approximation of u s . To achieve this, we can iterate the following operations a few times if necessary:
• Use the current MAP u 0→s to obtain an approximation of u s .
• Compute the MAP u 0→s using the updated u s as the ending state.
In figure 5 , we plot the approximated unstable travelling wave u s . It is seen that the contours are very similar with those of the stable travelling wave (see figure 2 ) except that u s has a much smaller energy, where the ratio E V (u s )/E V (u + ) ≈ 25%.
We now go back to the issue that T R is close to T when we compute the MAP using u + as the final state. We compare the following two integrals given by local force (see equation (C.4)) and local residual (see equation (C.5))
whereT is a number of order O(Re) that is consistent with the convergence time of the dynamic solver. The first integral is nothing but the action from u 0 to u s , which is equal to 1.31 × 10 is closer to the travelling wave to escape the domain of attraction of u 0 such that T R is close to T . It is a compromise between the action in the domain of attraction of u 0 and the accumulated residuals in the domain of attraction of u + along a numerical trajectory.
Remark 3.
So far the numerical experiments show that if we can obtain a good approximation of u s , the transition time T s ≈ T for the MAP u 0→s . The most important observation in nonmodal theory is that the non-orthogonality of the eigenfunctions of the O-S operator can introduce significant energy growth at a finite time before the energy eventually decays. Then it is possible that u 0→s can first land onto the stable manifold of u s at a state of smaller energy than u s . However, for the current resolution, we did not observe this for different initial guesses we tested when computing u 0→s .
How to use the action effectively.
Numerical experiments show that the transition from u 0 to u + appears to pass through the unstable travelling wave u s . We now look at how the action is used to move the state from u 0 to u s . In figure 6 we plot on the left the energy evolution of the MAP u 0→s and several trajectories U u 0→s (t) (τ ), and provide on the right a close-up view of the neighbourhood of U u 0→s (t) (0) for each sampled trajectory.
It is seen that along the MAP u 0→s the energy increases very slow before t = 1.52 × 10 3 , and then goes up very quickly until u s is reached. The four sampled initial states for the dynamic solver are all located in the basin of attraction of u 0 , which means that their energy should eventually decay to zero. However, from the close-up view of the neighbourhood of U u 0→s (t) (0), we see that the energy of U u 0→s (t) (τ ) actually increases first before it starts to decay. This is consistent with the nonmodal stability theory, i.e., the non-orthogonal eigenfunctions of the O-S operator imply that perturbations may increase for a finite time although the state is linearly stable. The MAP obviously takes advantage of such a property. First, the MAP goes through the states that can induce energy growth at the beginning. Considering that trajectories need a zero action, the MAP uses such a strategy to save some action to reach a higher energy. Second, since all states within the basin of attraction of u 0 eventually decay, the MAP then uses the action to 'jump' from one state to another one that can induce a higher energy and go closer to u s meanwhile. We now look at the MAP u +→0 for the transition from u + to u 0 , where the integration time is chosen as T = 1.6 × 10 4 with N e = 6144. We obtain T s ∈ (T L = 26.9688, T R = 26.9689). The convergence behaviour of the dynamic solver U u +→0 (t) (τ ), t = T L , T R , is plotted in figure 7 . It is seen that the divergence also occurs at the unstable travelling wave u s . Furthermore, the following two observations are particularly interesting:
(i) The 'transition' state is located on the stable manifold of u s with a much larger energy than u s . Let u m indicate this state. In contrast to u 0→+ , such a scenario is actually in favour of the transition from u + to u 0 . Since u m is close to u + , it is possible that only a small action is needed for the transition from u + to u m . Once u m is reached, there exists dynamics from u m to u s , and then to u 0 , where no action is needed. The energy of u m and u s is included in figure 7 . Snapshots of u m are given in figure 8 , which appear to be very similar to those of u + given in figure 2. (ii) Compared to the total integration time, the transition time T s ≈ 27 is very small.
Then it appears that a finite time is needed to minimize the action functional from u + to u m . Note here that the state u m should depend on the snapshot we take on u + . Figure 9 . Left: energy evolution of MAP u +→0 and trajectories U u +→0 (t) (τ ), where the MAP u +→0 is computed with T = 1.6 × 10 4 . t and τ share the horizontal axis. For the MAP, the horizontal axis indicates t; for the trajectories U u +→0 (t) (τ ), the horizontal axis indicates t + τ with a fixed t. Right: close-up view of the region marked by the eclipse in the left plot.
Dynamical behaviour of U u +→0(t) (τ ).
We sample a few points on the MAP u +→0 (t) and look at the energy evolution of trajectories U u +→0(t) (τ ), which is plotted figure 9 on the left, together with a close-up view on the right. For comparison, we also include the energy evolution along the MAP u +→0 (t).
It is seen that the computed MAP u +→0 (t) : u + → u m → u 0 is not a global minimum because the MAP does not follow the dynamics once u m is reached. Obviously, the path u + → u m → u s → u 0 theoretically has a smaller action than u +→0 (t). From u m , the MAP u +→0 (t) goes directly into the basin of attraction of u 0 , along which the energy decays very fast. Due to the existence of the local residual, we need to clarify whether the choice made by the optimization solver is reasonable.
We compare the trajectories U u +→0 (T R ) (τ ) and U u +→0 (28) (τ ), where τ = 28 is slightly larger than T R ≈ 27. It is seen that although the two initial states are very close to each other with an energy difference 1.1%, the difference in time needed for the energy to decay to the same level increases significantly. For instance, compared to U u +→0 (28) (τ ) the trajectory U u +→0 (T R ) (τ ) requires about 5000 more time units to decay to a state of energy 0.02. Then in the basin of attraction of u 0 , the optimization solver has two choices to minimize the action functional: (1) try to follow the stable manifold of u s , which requires a long integration time and has a slow energy decay; (2) sacrifice a little action to go to a state, which yields a trajectory with a much faster energy decay. The second choice is chosen by the optimization solver due to the sensitivity of dynamics to the initial conditions around u m and the accumulation of the local residuals along a long numerical trajectory.
We now look into the MAP within the basin of attraction of u + . It is seen that the energy of all trajectories U u +→0 (t) (τ ) with t T L has a sharp decay at the beginning. A little shift along the 'tangent' direction of the energy curve can reach a state starting from which the energy of the trajectory decays even further. Since trajectories correspond to a zero action and the aforementioned shift is only of small deviation from the trajectories locally, it is reasonable that only a small action is needed to achieve such a shift. Although such a mechanism gives rise to incorrect MAP within the basin of u 0 , it is actually preferred with the basin of attraction of u + since it can bring the MAP to the stable manifold of u s at a small cost of action. Apparently, the scenario is similar with that for the MAP u 0→s . The difference is that u 0→s looks for states with initial energy growth while u +→0 looks for states with initial energy decay. Both MAPs 
Action 9.7218e-6 9.7010e-6 9.7148e-6 9.7010e-6 9.7148e-6 Action(de-aliasing) 9.8586e-6 9.8371e-6 9.8509e-6 9.8371e-6 9.8509e-6 try to save action using the fact that a trajectory needs zero action, which is possible due to the properties of the O-S operator. . In other words, if we increase the integration time, the MAM will yield the same u m .
Since the MAP u +→0 is not correct within the basin of attraction of u 0 , we need to zoom in the behaviour of the MAP in the neighbourhood of u m . The main question is: Can u m be reached?
To address this question, we look for the MAPs that have the same starting point as u +→0 (t) but end at u (2) , respectively, using tMAM [46] , where u
The reason that we only run the dynamic solver for a short time is to reduce the effect of local residuals. The corresponding actions given by these MAPs are summarized in table 1, where the actions with de-aliasing are computed with doubled Gauss-type quadrature points in each direction, i.e., t-, x-, and y-direction, see appendix C.1 for the discussion about aliasing errors. First of all, the action from u + to u + m given by tMAM is 9.7218 × 10 −6 corresponding to an optimal integration time 26.9679, in contrast to the action 9.7221 × 10 −6 and the time T R = 26.9688, respectively, given by u +→0 (t). Thus, the time resolution of u +→0 is good enough although a large T is used for aMAM to compute u +→0 . Second, for a small integration time, we are able to afford the computation cost for de-aliasing. It is seen that the aliasing error does affect the action. The relative error is about 1%, which is acceptable. Third, u m cannot be reached. It is seen that |T R − T L | is small enough such that the actions from u + to U u + (1) , which is 9.7010 × 10 −6 , is actually smaller than the action from u + to u + m , which is 9.7218 × 10 −6 . Thus the mechanism implied by figure 9 is still valid here. More specifically, within the basin of attraction of u + , the MAP should first approach u m and bend at a locationũ m close to u m such that a smaller action can be reached by making a little local shift along the "tangent" direction of the energy curve to get closer to the separatrix. Since the actions from u + to u + m and U u + m (1) are very close, the locationũ m should be close to u m . Fromũ m , the MAP should try to follow the dynamics on one hand, and sacrifice a little action to get closer to the separatrix on the other hand. Such a process should end at the unstable travelling wave u s . We also note that the action from u + to U u + m (2) is slightly larger than the action from u + to U u + m (1) , which is reasonable due to the accumulation of the local residuals. Fourth, the turning pointũ m is very close to the separatrix, which implies the action fromũ m to u s is very close to zero. In other words, The following two paths
have almost the same action. Before u s is reached, path I is completely located within the domain of attraction of u + while part of path II is located on the separatrix. The MAP should be consistent with path I, which means that u s is the transition state. However, sinceũ m is very close to u m , we regard u m as a pseudo transition state (see figure 11 ) due to its distinctiveness. (Ts ) (τ, x) 2 2 . The horizontal axis is shared by t and τ . For the local force, the horizontal axis indicates time t; for the local residual, the horizontal axis indicates T s + τ .
5.3.3.
The MAP from the vicinity of u m to u s . We now try to clarify why the MAP u +→0 does not follow the separatrix. From the discussions in the previous section, we see that the MAP from u m to u s should be located within a very thin boundary layer against the separatrix. Thus the action fromũ m to u s is almost zero. Roughly speaking, the nonzero numerical action given by a trajectory from u m to u s can be regarded as the error induced by the numerical approximation. We here mainly check the local residual R u +→0 (t) (τ, x) and local force F u +→0 (t, x).
There are several observations that we should keep in mind: (1) from u m to u s the dynamics solver will take O(10 3 ) time units, see figure 9 ; (2) the energy decay along the trajectory from u m to u s is very slow in contrast to the fast energy decay along the MAP starting from u m . (3) When a trajectory converges to u 0 , the high order modes will first damp.
In the left plot of figure 12 , we compare the force F u +→0 (t, x) 2 2 and the residual R u +→0 (t) (0 + , x) 2 2 for t T s . It is seen that within the domain of attraction of u + , the force is always larger than the residual of a trajectory starting from the same point on the MAP, which is what we expected.
In the right plot of figure 12 , we plot the force F u +→0 (t, x) ) from u m to u s . The large residual reflects that on the separatrix the high-order modes are relatively strong which introduce more numerical errors due to the nonlinearity of N-S operator. If the MAP follows the trajectory U u +→0 (T s ) (τ ), it will have an action of O(10 −4 ), which is basically the accumulated local residuals. Instead, the MAP follows a different path within the basin of attraction of u 0 , along which the high-order modes decay much more quickly such that errors induced by high-order modes can be reduced. When the high-order modes are weak enough, the MAP actually becomes a trajectory to u 0 . It can be seen in figure 9 the energy decay of the trajectory starting from u s is very similar with the MAP starting from a state of the same energy level.
Recall that a similar issue occurs for the MAP u 0→+ . Although both u 0→+ and u +→0 are affected by the local residuals induced by spatial discretization, there is a fundamental difference between them. For the trajectory U u s (τ ), the local residual R u s (τ, x) 2 2 oscillates around a certain level within the domain of attraction of u + because high-order modes are important there, and their accumulation can be dominant due to the long relaxation time and completely misleads the optimization solver to a wrong transition state. Then we need to adjust the final state of the MAP to get rid of the part from u s to u + , i.e., we only consider the MAP u 0→s . For the MAP u +→0 , the quick escape from the basin of attraction of u + is actually in favour of the transition and the fast energy damping of high-order modes in the domain of attraction of u 0 makes the local residuals also decay quickly to zero. We then think that the action from u + to u m can be regarded as a reasonable approximation of the action from u + to u 0 especially when Re is relatively large. For example, when Re = 3100, S T s (u +→0 ), the action from u + to u m , is 6.58 × 10 −6 , and S T (u +→0 ) − S T s (u +→0 ), the action from u m to u 0 , is 3.75 × 10 −6 . When Re = 3200, S T s (u +→0 ) = 1.22 × 10 −5 and S T (u +→0 ) − S T s (u +→0 ) = 2.27 × 10 −6 . In other words, the action within the domain of action of u + will soon become dominant for Re > Re G . Our main concern about the action S T − S T s is that it might affect the exit location if it is too large. Since the action S T s is dominant for u +→0 , we do not expect that u m deviates dramatically.
5.4.
A summary about the transition mechanism between u 0 and u + To this end, we can summarize our understanding of the transition mechanism between u 0 and u + . For the transition from u 0 to u + , the MAP will escape the basin of attraction of u 0 through the unstable travelling wave u s ; for the transition from u + to u 0 , the MAP should take path I given in (21), where we can regard u m located on the separatrix as a pseudo transition state. Such a transition mechanism is illustrated in figure 11 .
Critical Reynolds number based on the action
We now consider the transition between u 0 and u + for some Reynolds numbers Re ∈ (Re G , Re L ), where the action S T s (u 0→+ ) and S T s (u +→0 ) required for transition are computed using the strategies described in sections 5.2 and 5.3, and we approximate the ratio r 0↔+ as
All computations are based on the integration time T = 8 × 10 3 . The aMAM is employed. N e = 3072 finite elements are used in time direction, where fifth-order polynomials are used in each element. The results are summarized in table 2.
We have several interesting observations from table 2. First, the critical states for the nonlinear instability of u 0 and u + are different. The unstable travelling wave u s is more important for the stability of u 0 while the pseudo transition state u m is more important for the stability of u + , because the action from u 0 to u s is comparable to that from u + to u m . Second, it is seen that as the Reynolds number increases, the action needed to escape the basin of attraction of u 0 decreases while the action needed to escape the basin of attraction of u + increases. Due to the existence of u m , the transition from u + to u 0 is not difficult to achieve although the trajectory starting from u m needs to travel a long time along the separatrix to u s before it quickly decays to u 0 . Simply speaking, as Reynolds number increases, u s moves closer to u 0 , indicating by its decreasing energy, and u + always stays close to the stable manifold of u s , indicating by a small action from u + to u m . Third, it seems reasonable to define a probabilistic critical number Re A discussed in section 3. The ratio r 0↔+ drops fast with respect to Reynolds number and r 0↔+ ≈ 1 around Re A ≈ 3190 indicating the comparable metastability of u 0 and u + in the asymptotic sense.
Although the transition behaviour between u 0 and u + appears qualitatively reasonable, we do not expect Re A ≈ 3190 is a sharp estimate, since only four harmonics have been employed in x direction. We have seen that the local residuals introduce many troubles in our numerical experiments because there is not enough information about high-order modes to deal with the nonlinearity of N-S operator within the domain of attraction of u + . We then increase the number of harmonics in x direction from 4 to 15, and the number of Legendre modes in y direction from 32 to 48. Due to the expensive computation cost, we only checked the Reynolds number 3500 for the fine resolution.
First of all, the transition mechanism given by the fine resolution is qualitatively consistent with that given by the coarse resolution. We plotted the energy evolution of the MAP u +→0 and trajectories U u +→0 (t) (τ ) for different t in figure 13 . It is seen that figure 13 is consistent with figure 9 . Second, the corresponding actions needed for transition are quantitatively different. The action from u 0 to u + given by the fine resolution is 4.69 × 10 −6 in contrast to the corresponding action 6.15 × 10 −6 given by the coarse resolution. The action from u + to u 0 given by the fine resolution is 3.34 × 10 −6 in contrast to the corresponding action 2.39 × 10
given by the coarse resolution. Both actions become smaller for the fine resolution since the approximation of the phase space becomes better. In particular, the action for the transition from u + to u 0 decays significantly from the coarse resolution to the fine resolution, which is almost one order in magnitude although the energy of u m given by the fine resolution is 0.164, close to the one 0.170 given by the coarse resolution, see table 2. The reason of such a big change is twofold: (1) the coarse resolution does a good job in the domain of attraction of u 0 because low-order modes are more important there; (2) the high-order modes are more important within the domain of attraction of u + , but the coarse resolution is not able to provide enough information about the high-order modes. Since the coarse resolution provides the subcritical bifurcation, we can always consider transitions in the corresponding phase space. Thus, Re A given by table 2 only makes sense for the coarse phase space. To study Re A for the N-S equations, we need a finer phase space. We also note that Re A should also depend on the channel length L. At this moment, we do not have a good approximation of Re A in terms of both Re and L. However, the current understanding about the transitions in a coarse phase space is helpful for us to investigate this issue.
Remark 4.
One drawback of the current definition of Re A is that it depends on the modelling of the random force. In this work, we consider the space-time white noise, which is the most ideal case from the mathematical point of view. If we can obtain a better mathematical model of the noise, the action functional S T should change accordingly, which yields the corresponding critical Reynolds number Re A , see remark 7 in the appendix. However, we think that the current model of noise should capture the main properties of the critical Reynolds number Re A , which can be used as a reference for further study of specific noise.
Remark 5.
A recent study on the laminar-turbulent boundary of 3D plane Couette flow in [25] shows that the stable manifold of the saddle state may wrap around a chaotic saddle, and thus a transition from turbulence to laminar flow may first jump onto the chaotic saddle and then approach the saddle state along its stable manifolds before finally converges to the steady state, i.e., the laminar flow. For our problem the structure of the separatrix is very simple. However, the role of u m is to some extent similar to the role of the aforementioned chaotic saddle in the sense that it is a state that is relatively easy to reach from the non-trivial attractor before a trajectory to u 0 can be found. 5.6 . Development of the nonlinear instability of u 0 and u + Since the transition mechanisms given by the coarse spatial resolution and the fine one are qualitatively consistent, we here focus on transitions at Re = 3500 given by the fine spatial resolution. In figure 14 , we plot the energy evolution of U u 0→s (T L ) (τ ) and U u 0→s (T R ) (τ ). The close-up view suggests that the MAP actually first lands onto the stable manifold of the unstable solution u s (t) at a state, which has a slightly smaller energy than u s (t). This is possible due to the nonmodal stability theory. In figure 15 , we plot a number of snapshots of vorticity with streamlines at a certain moment of the MAPs u 0→s (t) and u +→0 (t) with t < T s .
For the MAP u 0→s (t), we plot the snapshots at time t = 0.85T s , 0.90T s , 0.93T s , 0.96T s , and T s . For the time t 0.85T s , the velocity field mainly corresponds to a shear flow, where the horizontal velocity is dominant, also see figure 6. As the vertical velocity becomes stronger, two vortices start to emerge, one is from the top wall and the other one is from the bottom wall. As the size of the vortices increases, the flow becomes more oscillating although the energy is relatively small. As soon as the state u s is reached, which has an energy about 0.018, no action will be required for the transition to u + .
For the MAP u +→0 (t), we plot the snapshots at time t = 0, 0. main observation is that the flow becomes less and less oscillating before the transition time T s . Although the energy keeps decreasing, the energy of the pseudo transition state u m is relatively large, which is about 0.164, in contrast to the energy 0.018 of the transition state u s . In other words, there is a large energy gap between u m and u s , where no action is needed from u m to u s . Based on the above observations, we pay attention to two issues for the transitions between u 0 and u + : energy and spatial pattern. First, the transition state u s has a relatively small energy but a very oscillating spatial pattern, which implies that as long as enough energy is provided to form the oscillating pattern, the oscillation can be self-sustained and eventually evolves to u + . Second, for the transition from u + to u 0 , the most effective way to use the action appears to change the spatial pattern, where a very large decay of energy is not quite necessary. Once the spatial pattern of the pseudo transition state u m is formed, the oscillation cannot be self-sustained any more and eventually decays to zero.
The spatial pattern is nothing but the distribution of energy at each mode of the approximation space. In figure 16 , we plot the energy contribution of Fourier modes with respect to the wave number for the vertical velocity at the centre line y = 0. Only odd modes are plotted due to the much smaller contribution from the even modes. First, according to approximation theory, the spectral method converges exponentially fast to approximate a smooth function, which implies that the energy contribution decays exponentially with respect to the wave number. It is seen in figure 16 that the exponential convergence holds up to a certain accuracy for u s , u m and u + . Second, compared to u + , the energy of each Fourier mode of u s and u m drops, but the energy of high-order modes drops much faster than that of slower modes.
Summary and discussions
In this paper, we established a connection between the nonlinear stability of wall-bounded shear flows and the small random perturbations of N-S equations through the F-W theory of large deviations. Due to the existence of noise, the coexisting stable solutions of deterministic N-S equations become metastable. When the noise is small enough, the metastability can be characterized in the asymptotic sense by the minimal action path or the quasi-potential. Such a metastability also provides a possibility to define a critical Reynolds number, at which the transition probabilities between the base flow and the other sustainable state are asymptotically equal to each other. We applied this action-based stability theory to the 2D Poiseuille flow in • The unstable travelling wave plays an important role for the instability of the base flow while for the stability of the travelling wave, the pseudo transition state on the separatrix is more critical than the unstable travelling wave. This is mainly due to the fact that N-S equations correspond to a non-gradient system. • It is the interaction between energy and spatial pattern that affects how to escape the basin of attraction of either the base flow or the travelling wave. The transition state from the base flow to the travelling wave is of low energy and high oscillation; the pseudo transition state from the travelling wave to the base flow is of high energy and of low oscillation.
• There exists a large gap between the unstable travelling wave and the pseudo transition state for the transition from the travelling wave to the base flow. The existence of dynamics from the pseudo transition state to the unstable travelling wave can make the transitions between the base flow and the travelling wave complicated.
Many issues have been identified from both numerical and physical points of view through studying the subcritical bifurcation given by the 2D Poiseuille flow in a short channel. From the numerical point of view, the following issues deserve more attention:
• Considering the interaction between the local force and the local residual, the dynamic solver and MAM should be addressed in a more unified framework.
• The computation cost is still a severe barrier for the application of LDP, where algorithm improvement is still needed. Possible numerical issues include: (1) a more effective optimization procedure. The main difficulty is to deal with the divergence-free constraint, i.e., the pressure. (2) Adaptivity in time direction. For instance, from the discussions in section 5.6, we see that the main transition from u 0 to u s occurs after 0.85T s , which corresponds to a fast energy growth in a relative short period of time. Such a physical phenomenon should be integrated better into numerical algorithms. (3) A more effective preconditioner. This issue is particularly important for 3D cases.
From the physical point of view, the most interesting question is whether 3D cases can be studied using the same methodology. Such a generalization is straightforward although some mathematical issues related noise deserve more attention. However, a direct application of MAM to 3D cases is still difficult. The reason is twofold: (1) the minimum action method for Navier-Stokes equations needs more understanding from the numerical point of view, and (2) the computation cost given by the current version of MAM is still too high for 3D cases.
Appendix A. Small random perturbations in initial conditions
In this work, we mainly focus on the nonlinear instability from the transition point of view, where the small noise is located in the force. We can also employ the LDP to consider small random perturbations in initial conditions
where G(x) is a Gaussian field in a divergence-free space subject to a covariance operator K. For this case, the Navier-Stokes (N-S) equations remain deterministic. The rate functional for the scaled Gaussian field is defined as [39] 
where the L 2 norm is taken on the physical domain D. If N-S equations depend continuously on the initial conditions, we can use the contraction principle [39] to define the following optimization problem
where u is the solution of the deterministic N-S equations andũ is a perturbation that triggers the instability of u 0 . Then the LDP says that Pr(Initial random perturbations trigger the instability of u 0 ) e
which implies that the occurrence of the instability of u 0 is mainly determined by one deterministic perturbation profileũ * (x). The reason thatũ * (x) is important is twofold. First, among all perturbations that can trigger the instability of u 0 ,ũ * (x) is the most probable one, which has the smallest weighted L 2 norm. Second, since it has been realized that the spatial pattern of perturbations is one important factor for the instability of u 0 , what information we can obtain from the spatial pattern of the most probable profileũ * (x) becomes an interesting problem.
Remark 6. The above strategy given by the LDP has a close relation to the idea of minimal seeds [36] , which seeks the perturbation of the smallest kinetic energy that induces the fastest transient energy growth. First, the optimization problem (A.3) is overall a PDE constrained problem, which is similar to the optimization approach used for minimal seeds [36] . The difference is that the norm in equation (A.2) is defined by the LDP while for minimal seeds the corresponding norm is usually based on physical intuition. Second, it is seen from equation (A.3) that if K is an identity operator, the rate functional is nothing but the kinetic energy. The identity covariance operator corresponds that the perturbation is white noise. In general, we require that the covariance operator K is symmetric, positive definite and of trace class, i.e., its eigenvalues are real and positive, and their sum is finite. Although the identity operator in an infinite dimensional space is not of trace class, the approximated white noise is always finite dimensional and of trace class. From the LDP, we can regard that the perturbation of the smallest kinetic energy is the most probable one that triggers the instability of the base flow when the perturbations are modelled by white noise. Third, if K is not an identity operator, i.e., the noise is coloured, we then need to minimize the weighted kinetic energy to find the most probable noise profile instead of the regular kinetic energy. This way, we are able to study the effect of correlation length of noise on the instability of u 0 . Coupling the LDP and the idea of minimal seeds, we can ask the following question: what is the most probable perturbation profile that induces the fastest transient energy growth if the perturbation is given by a Gaussian field subject to a covariance operator K? Remark 7. Using the same strategy discussed in remark 6, we can relax the random force in equation (8) to Hilbert space valued Wiener process subject to a covariance operator K. In other words, we introduce correlation in space and the noise remains white in the time direction. j =1 span the approximation space for physical and temporal discretization, respectively. Actually, the gradient takes the same form as that defined in equation (49) in [40] . The only difference is that T is not a parameter now but a functional. Furthermore, we choose the symmetric part of the second-order variation δ 2 S T to construct a diagonal preconditioner as
where k = 1, 2, . . . , N x N s . This preconditioner is the same in form as the one defined in equation (60) in [40] except that the current T is a functional. However, the second-order variation of δ 2 S T is not the same as before because it includes a second-order term δ 2 T , which is not used for the preconditioner (B.7).
To this end, the preconditioned nonlinear conjugate gradient method given in [40] can be employed to solve the optimization problem and the same parallelization strategy given in [45] can be used for parallel computing.
As a verification of the algorithm, we consider the optimization problem defined in equation (66) in [40] , which uses two consecutive snapshots of the travelling wave u + as the starting and ending point of a transition. Then the MAP should be given by the deterministic trajectory corresponding to a zero action. For this case, tMAM can also return the optimal integration time as T (u * In figure B1 , the errors of action functional and integration time are plotted with respect to the number of elements, where uniform linear finite elements are used. It can be seen that the optimal convergence rate O(N −2 ) is achieved for both cases.
Appendix C. A general discussion about the numerical behaviour of MAM for spatially extended systems
In this section we would like to present a general discussion to clarify the relation between MAM and the dynamic solver.
C.1. Approximation errors of the MAP.
The main numerical issue is as follows. The action along a dynamical trajectory should be equal to zero. However, the N-S operators in the action functional (15) and the dynamic solver may not be discretized in the same way, which means that the action along a numerical trajectory can be finite. Let V h be the approximation space for physical discretization, where the subscript h indicates numerical approximation. Then u h ∈ V h is a curve in the reduced phase space. For simplicity, we here use the semi-discrete form without the temporal discretization. To approximate the solution of the deterministic N-S equations, we actually solve the following semi-discrete N-S equation
where P h indicates the projection of NS(u h ) onto the divergence-free space such that the equation is closed. For the numerical approximation of MAP, we minimize the following discrete action functional: where I is an identity operator. In other words, the trajectory of system (C.1) has a nonzero action induced by numerical approximation, which goes to zero as spatial resolution is refined. We can roughly regard such a nonzero action as the approximation error of the action functional induced by the finite approximation space. It is easy to see that (I − P h )NS(u h ) 2 can be relatively large when the high-order modes of u h are important. Another source of approximation errors for the action functional is the aliasing error. When evaluating the action functional, we need to use the Gauss quadrature rule. Note that the polynomial degree of the integrand of is four times as large as the polynomial degree of u h . To evaluate this term exactly we need quadrature points twice as many as the polynomial degree in each direction, i.e., t-, x-and y-direction. The computation cost will be eight times as much as the choice of the pseudospectral method. In this work, we choose the number of quadrature points comparable to the polynomial degree in each direction due to the demanding computation cost.
C.2. Local force and local residual.
Consider the numerical MAP u a→b (t) from one attractor a to another attractor b. Let us define Then the local residual along the MAP u a→b (t) is denoted as R u a→b (t) (τ, x), which actually shares a similar form with F u a→b (t, x). The fundamental difference is that the time variable t in F u a→b (t, x) is defined by the stochastic Naiver-Stokes equations while the time variable τ in R u a→b (t) ( τ, x) is defined by the deterministic N-S equations.
Consider the MAP u a→b from attractor a to attractor b. A reasonable expectation is that for a certain point u a→b (t) located in the basin of attraction of a, the local force F u a→b (t, x) should be larger than the local residual R u a→b (t) (0 + , x) for a certain t because U u a→b (t) will choose a direction back to a while the MAP will choose a direction to escape the domain of attraction of a. If the approximation of the action functional is too coarse which cannot recognize the local residual and the external noise, we then have troubles. In other words, we need that F u a→b (t, x) 2 R u a→b (t) (0 + , x) 2 , (C.6) if u a→b is located in the basin of attraction of a. Note here R u a→b (t) (0 + , x) 2 is the local residual when τ → 0 + . To approximate R u a→b (t) (0 + , x) 2 at τ = 0 + , we run the dynamic solver for a few time steps and take the average of R u a→b (t) (0 + , x) 2 at each moment. In this work, we usually run 10 time steps with t = 10 −5 . For the part of u a→b that is located in the basin of attraction of b, we have to face the following problem: the action along a trajectory is theoretically equal to zero while numerical approximation always induces non-zero numerical residuals. For a dynamic solver, the residual is a local behaviour in time, which is consistent with the distance Uû from the true solution of deterministic N-S equations. For the action functional, the residual becomes global due to the integration. Although the MAM can indeed recover a trajectory using Uû(0) and Uû(T ) as the two end points [40] up to a certain accuracy, the local residuals can accumulate through the numerical integration and introduce troubles. One particular case is that the action required to escape the basin of attraction of a is small while in the basin of the attraction of b the dynamic solver needs a long relaxation time to converge to b with a bounded but not decreasing local residual. Then in the basin of attraction of b the MAM may not follow the trajectory due to the accumulated local residuals. This scenario occurs for the transitions between the stable solutions u 0 and u + of the N-S equations.
C.3. Discrepancy between the dynamical solver and the numerical action functional.
The discrepancy between the dynamical solver and the numerical action functional can be alleviated by a modification of the action functional as which is more consistent with the dynamical solver (C.1) instead of the N-S equations. We did not use this strategy due to the following concerns: (1) we do not have a unified procedure to achieve P h for the dynamic solver and MAM. For example, the most popular dynamic solver is based on the projection method where the divergence-free constraint is satisfied implicitly. In our current MAM, the divergence-free constraint is achieved explicitly. (2) As the spatial resolution becomes fine enough, the difference between P h NS(u h ) and NS(u h ) should be very small. (3) This is our first attempt to use MAM to examine transitions in the phase space of the N-S equations. We need to know how such a discrepancy affects the numerical results.
